Beat the Blahs Bazaar

S

yme 55+ Centre hosted an invigorating winter bazaar on the afternoon of February 27th. Guests found trunk loads of jewellery, books,
DVDs, CDs, crafts, household goods and baked treats for sale at
very reasonable prices. But however much we may love trinkets,
nothing beats the winter sighs like a steaming hot plate of
comfort food. Thankfully the lunchroom was stocked ceiling high with vats of delicious chili, hot dogs, desserts
and beverages. All money raised will support the Syme
55+ Centre, a charitable, non-profit community based
agency that has served adults of 55 years and older since
1984. For more information call 416-766-0388 or
visit www.syme55.com
Event by Shelley Jones
Event code: pe4syg

The bazaar was packed with happy shoppers
on a snowy winter day

Joyce is helped by Maria at one of the many
tables laden with goods

Chris & Zene help shoppers choose from
a wide selection of books

Helen & Mary served delicious goodies
to the guests

Helen, Mary, Rose & Betty take a moment
from serving delicious food

A Mirror or Art?
by: Picture It Framed

F

ramed mirrors are becoming a popular choice in many homes and offices since they are both decorative and functional. Mirrors will never
replace art but they do have their place as an affordable, attractive and
creative approach to adding interest in a room. Do not underestimate
the dramatic effect that a quality mirror can have in creating an illusion
of openness and atmosphere.
Mirrors, like pictures, should be hung just above eye level for function.
When determining “eye level,” consider whether the time spent in the
room is seated time (a living/dining room) or standing time (a hallway).
Mirrors are great for creating an illusion of openness and are an affordable, easy way to add sparkle and texture.
Place mirrors on each side in narrow hallways to make the space seem
less claustrophobic.
A framed mirror can be a great addition to a drab environment, so investing in a quality mirror and frame that stands out and complements
the rest of the home décor will create instant interest.
A mirror on the front entrance wall opens the space and allows you lastminute views before entering the world.
Use uniquely framed mirrors in bathrooms and bedrooms to add personality and warmth; you can be liberal here, especially if the room
is small.
Make sure you place mirrors at usable heights; it can be frustrating and
cumbersome if you are forced to bend or jump just to use a mirror.
Mirror groupings can become a dramatic focal point in a main entryway
or above a stairway, welcoming visitors in a bold, but inviting manner.
Never underestimate the impact that a quality mirror can have on the
atmosphere of your home.
Picture It Framed is located at 3047 Dundas St. West (1/2 block west of High Park Ave.). 416-762-1221
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